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THE BACKGROUND MACHINE

THE BACKGROUND MACHINE

GENERAL

can support simultaneously a ntrmber of foreground machi-nes and, opËionally,
one background machine. 0nce created, the background machine exists until the
next rPL, unless an'scl. KrM' eommand (Ki11 M,achine) is given for it.

l'1AS

BACKGROUND MACHINE PROGRA},IS

General Characteristics
Only one background program can be active at a time. Background programs
(apart from the BCP) are activated, either by a BCL RUN eommand or by a BCL
Processorcall command. They are deactivated by an LKI'I 3 issued by the program (other
than in a scheduled label routine).

in a Pause st,ate by a SCL PSE command or by a PS operator
(except for the BCP, which nay only be placed in a pause state by the

They uray be placed
command

BCL PSE command).

Except for the BCP, they may be placed in an Abort state either by I{AS or by an
AB operat,or eommand or by an SCL ABT command or by LKM 46. Unlike a foreground
program, t.his does not cause them to remain in a non-executable state in the

machine.

They rnay enter a l^Iait

state in exactly

Ëhe same manner as f oreground programs.

No Activation queue is maint.ained for a background program. The active
background program is executed whenever iÈ is the executable task wit.h the
lowest software level (highest priority) known to MAS.

The background program executes without any conmunication with the
simultaneously active foreground programs. It is not connected to a timer
clock, and cannot be connected Èo a level by a foreground program or by a
previously active background program.

or

a

The background machine may be declared non-s\^/appable or swappable by the system
manager, wiLh the SCL DCB command. This will determine whether every background
program executed in the background nachine is memory-resident or dj-scresident. Particularly it allows batch processing and is therefore
sometimes referred t.o as the bat.ch machine.
Memory-Resident Background Programs

If the Systen manager defines Èhe background machine to be non-svrappable (with
the SCL DCB comurand), Lhen all batch programs will be memory-residenÈ. Ihe
number of pages specified in the DCB conmand will be permanently reserved for
the background maehine, unÈil the next IPL. Background programs are loaded upon
acËivation into these reserved pages, and remain there until the program is
deactivat.ed. Operating the Background Machine in this way uay reduce the
execution time of the Background Machine (because the background programs are
never swapped ouË), but nay increase the execution tine of the foreground
machines (since the foreground machines are not able to use the pages reserved
for the background nachine).
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Pisc-Resident Background Prograrns
Unless the System manager specifically requests a non-swappable background
machine, MS will define the background rnachine as shrappable and wil1, during
Ëhe session, allow the background nachine to reserve up to 16 pages (32K words)
frorn the same pool of pages that is used for the swappable (declared by FCL RON
or SWP connands, or middle-ground) foreground programs. The background machine
will be swapped ouÈ and in by I(AS during its executj.on. Operating the
background machine in this manner nay cause the execution time of background
programs to increase, but may iroprove the overall throughput of all the
machines, since there will be nore memory available for foreground programs.
The SIZE parameter on the BCL RUN or Processor-call commands specifies the
number of pages which the program assumes it may address, additional to the
ones occupied by the load module. l,Ihen l4AS loads or shraps in the program, it
will reserve the number of pages required to conÈain the load module, plus the
number

of

pages

of the

SIZE pararneter.

Programming Techniques
When coding a background machine program, iË is not necessary to know whether
the system manager will execute the program in a Non-swappable or a Swappable

Background Machine. There is no need for a background program Èo allocate iËs
variables exÈernally, nor for the load module to consist only of constants and
instructions. A background program is loaded from Èhe libraries on disc at
executi.on ti-me every time it is activaËed, so there i.s no need t.o reset progran
variables and aecumulators back to their initial values at the end of the
program. Background programs may allocate and free dynanic storage using the
LKM 4 and 5 Monitor calls. MAS will allocate the dynamie sÈorage from the
background machine dynanic area. Although the nature of this area for a
swappable background nachine dlffers from thaË for a memory-resident background
machine, the difference is transparent for the programmer providing the SIZE
paramet,er has, if necessary, been used on the BCL RUN command. The LKM 4 and 5
Monitor calls are identical for both types of background machine.
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BACKGROUND },IACHINE MEMORY ORGANISATION

Background l"lachine Types

The system manager defines the type of background machine with the SCL
command. Two Èypes of background machine are supported by MAS:

DCB

Non-swappable
Swappable.
Non-Swappable Background Machine

The background nachine consists of the number of pages requested in the SCL DCB
couunand. These pages are reserved exclusively for the background machine. All
activities in the background machine will use these pages.
The pages may thus contain:
Ihe BCP (when reading a BCL command)
A user program activat.ed by a BCL RUN comrnand

A processor activated by a BCL Processor-call
Dynamic

buffers.

Dynamic buffers are allocated whenever the active program in the background
machine issues an LKM 4 Monitor Request. They are alloeated by MAS from the
pages which were allocated by the DCB command, but which are not being used by
the active background program. In other words, the Dynamic Area for a nonswappable baekground machine consists of the pages reserved for the background
machine but not being used by the active background progran. This means thaË
the program could in fact sinply use virtual addresses to address Èhe dynamic
area, without giving any LKI"I 4. In a swappable background machine this can only
be done if the SIZE parameter is given on the BCL RUN command.
Example

Suppose the systems manager defines a 10 page memory-resident background
machine thus:
DCB IO

If an llK words program is activated (by a RUN command for example) by a
background user, then Pages 0-4 and the first lK of page 5 contain the
program. The second lK of page 5 and pages 6-9 are the dynanic area for LKM
or may be virtually addressed directly by the program.

4

Swappable Background Machine

If the number of memory-resident pages is not specified on Lhe SCL DCB command,
the pages for the background machine are allocated dynarnically by l'1AS from the
Dynamic Loading Area shared by Èhe foreground machines. At any moment, t.he
entire background rnachine is regarded by I'IAS as a swappable disc-resident
progran, and its memory is allocated exactly as for a disc-resident. foreground
program.
Example

Suppose

the systems manager defines a swappable background machine thus:

DCB

If an IIK

words program is activaËed by a background user by a RUN command with
the parameter SIZE=2r t,hen pages 0-4 and the first lK of page 5 contain the
program. The second lK of page 5 and pages 6-7 are the dynami-c area for LKM 4
or may be addressed directly by the prograrn.
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DEFINING A BACKGROUND MACHINE WITH SCL

Introduction
The background machine

is defined by the

Systerns l"Ianager

using the following

SCL commands:

DCB Define the background machine
FCD Define a filecode for a machine
I"IFC Define the maximum number of spare filecode table entries for a machine
I'IBF Define the maximtrm number of blocking buffers for a machine
LAB Define the maximum number of scheduled labels for a machine
DEN End machine definition
LSI'I Define a secondary load module for the background machine
KLM Kill a secondary load rnodule fron the background machine.
The last two commands must be given outside the DCB-DEN sequence.
Two

SCL commands (DLN and DLC) are used
used by the background machine.

other

lines

The system machine stops reading
read from the SCL file on /E0.
The operator may

afÈer the

start the

DEN command

to define the datacommunications

the SCL commands

when the BYE comrnand has been

with the Operator Command SB,
or by specifying "BATCH" in the BYE

background machine

has been processed

command.

Example

of

Background l"lachine

Definition

DCB 8
FCD 1,TY10
FCD 2,LP07
FCD /E0,TY10
FCD /El,CRO6
FCD /C0
FCD /Cl
FCD /C2
FCD /C3
FCD /F0,/CO,SUPERV
FCD /Fl,/C1,DADI
DEN

BYE

The SB Operator Command can then be given to start the batch machine, which
will cause the first BCL Connand to be read from the device assigned by SCL
FCD command to Ëhe background filecode /80.

is entered as a parameter on the 'BYE' command, the background
is started auÈomatically.
Filecodes /F0, l, 2 and /E0 nandatory in the background machine.
When, for any physical device, only one has been generated or when Èhe
first declared one is meant to be assigned, the device address can be
If

BATCH

machine

omitted.

Filecodes /C2 and /C3 as they are declared in the example, can only
used, when in the BCP DADs are assigned to these filecodes (via the
command

be
ASD

or LIOI 7l).
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BACKGROUND },IACHINE FILECODES

naintains a filecode table for each machine, which (for user machines foreground or background) it initialises fron SCL FCD comnands when Èhe machine
is defined. The filecode tables can subsequently be extended or nodified by
programs which are run in the relevant machine. This is done by LKI"I Monitor
Calls to MAS issued by User programs, or by Èhe command language (FCL or BCL)
processors. For the foreground machines this allows unlimited flexibility
of
task mixes. For the background machine it also has advantages. It is not
necessary for every program to have a command defining the files it uses. Files
or devices which are used by several prograns need only to be assigned once
when the background machine is defined, and thereafter every job and program
can refer to the file or device nerely by specifying the filecode which

MAS

identifies the relevant entry in the

machine.

MAS

filecode table for the background

Filecodes which are defined by SCL FCD commands remain in the MAS filecode
table from the tine Èhe SB operator command is entered, to the time the next
IPL is made, unless an SCL KIM conmand is given for the background machine. The
BCL :EOB connand does not remove then, so there is no need to re-specify then
before a subsequent SB operat.or command is given. New filecodes can be added by
Jobs, either by BCL ASG, ASD or REQ commands or by LKI"I 33, LKI'I 54, LKM 71 or
LKl,l 23 requests issued by background programs. The same meÈhods can be used t,o
nodify the filecodes assigned when the background machine was defined.
Extensions and nodifications to the background machj-ne filecode table are
cancelled by the BCP at the end of the Job, and the filecode table is resEored
t,o the stat.us it had when the background machine was defined.
The BCP and all the SËandard Processors have been developed in a way which
allows all the devices and files which they use to be defined once and once
only by SCL FCD commands. Any temporary filecode assignments which t,hese
programs may make are perforned by LKM 23 and use the filecodes /O0 to /DF.
This makes it very easy to define the background machine and to run the BCP and
the Standard Processors.

The filecodes which the Systems l,lanager must assign with SCL FCD
entered at background machine definition time are /0I,102, /n0,
disc codes required by user Jobs.

commands

/f'0 and all

The following are the filecodes reserved for the BCP and Standard Processors:
/0L error messages to the background user
/OZ printed output

/80 BCL commands
lEI ASCII input files
/82 Binary input files
/Ox Standard Processor temporary filecodes
/fO Catalogued Procedures work file
/EC Filecode assigned by BCP Èo the file B:PROC in the Job USID and DAD
/nn Catalogued Procedures work file
/FO Thls filecode defines t,he System DA.D (whose name, unless nodified at
SYSGEN, is SUPERV). The first directory ln this DAD can be accessed as
the USERID SYSTEM, even if another name is has been stored in the
catalogue of the DAD. Ihis directory must locate the file B:PROC of
catalogued procedures for all the background machine users. Note that
Ëhe system machine filecode /F0 also refers to the SYSTEI'I user in the
System DAD, in order to locate the Standard Processors.
/ Cx Disc drives.
/Sx User DAD filecodes.
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Any other user filecodes assigned should obey the following rules (regardless
of how the assignmenr is nade - by SCL FCD, by BCL ASG, BCL ASD or by BCL REQ
or by LKll 33, LKM 54, LKM 71 or LKM 23):
Take care, using any of the filecodes listed above.
- Do not uss the fileeodes: /nO - /DF, reserved for the Standard Processors
and tL'e ilôP to assign by LKI"I.

@
the FCOD parameter occurs on many BCL conurands. The background user may, if he
wisnes' specify the filecodes /S, /O or /l-. This facility is provided for
cornpatibility with DOS. The BCP will convert, these filecodes as shown below:

FCOD=
ls

CONVERTED

/ot+

lo

/os
/D6.

lL

Background }(achine Filecode /E0

This fllecode is used for reading BCL comrnands and Standard Processor commands r
in other words, Èhe set of commands which comprise the bat.ch of background
machine jobs.
The filecode /E0 must be assigned

to a device by a SCL FCD cornnand. If the
device is a disc fi1e, tape, card reader or paper tape reader it should not
used by any oÈher filecode in any machine. The baÈch of BCL and Processor
commands will be read as a sequent,ial fl1e.
If the device is a console or display, then whenever the
next BCL command, it hrill output the message:

BCP

wishes

be

to read the

BCP:

and the user nust key ln the next BCL co nand. Sinilarly, the Librarian
Processor will output the message:
LIB:
when it requires to read the next Librarian Comnand. The user should then key

in the next Librarian

command

(or

LEN

to stop the Librarian).

The Processors ASM, and FRT do not signal when they require to read a control
command. They should be keyed in by the user when appropriate. For example:
BCP:ASM

ASM:OPT PROE/EO

HJ

IDENT

DATA

BB

56

END

If /nO is a console or display, the device nay be shared by other filecodes and
files. In the example above, the source program for t,he ASM processor has been
keyed in on /E0.
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Background Machine ERR Device

is used to report all rejected BCL commands, and to request that
the user resubmits the corrected conmand. If a conrnand is rejected, 3 lines are
output on the ERR device. These are t,he command, the error message and the
progran identifier. For exannple, if a BCL :LIB Processor Call has an invalid
DUl"lP parameter, t.he BCP will ouËput. on Èhe ERR device:
LIB DIJI'1P=BLL

The ERR device

IWALID

PARAM=DIJMP

BCP:

and the user should re-enter the LIB
DIJMP parameter.

command

on the 3rd

line with the correct.ed

first line will not be output. This occurs when
it is already the most recent line on the device. For example, if the BCP
device (filecode /SO) is assigned Èo a eonsole or dlsplay and the ERR device is
assigned to the same device as /80, then the invalid BCL command will have been
keyed in by the user and thus already be dlsplayed. Ihere is no need for line I
to be output in this case. Ihe same applies if filecodes /02 and the ERR device
are assigned to the same device, since all commands are copied to /02.
Under some circumsËances, Lhe

The ERR device may be shared by several
oËher f ilecodes allow t,his.
The default, error correction device
during machine definition.

filecodes in several machines, if the

is /01. which specification is

mandatory

Background }(achine Filecode /02

This device is used by the BCP to output a copy of all the commands that have
been read fron /n0. If a command is rejected, Ëhe error message sent to the ERR
device and the respecified command subsequently entered from the ERR device
will also be ouÈput otr /02. The date and Èime is also output whenever a job
start,s or ends.

Tf

/OZ and ERR are assigned to the same device, the error message and the recommand are not. output to /02, since they are already present.

If

/nO

specified
same

is assigned to a console or display and /n0 and /02 are assigned to the
device, the input to /nO is not ouÈput-6 /02.

to background machine filecode /02 may be assigned to
several filecodes in several machines if it is allowed to share these other
filecode devices.

The device assigned

Background machine filecode /OZ
Standard Processors.

is also

used

for all 'rprintedil output from the

Background Machine Filecode /0I

no ERR command has been given, error messages are output and can be
corrected via filecode /01, which has to be declared durlng machine definition.

When
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ACCOUNTING ROUTINES

FuncÈions

Accounting routines nay be written by the user
funcÈions for the background machine:

to perfonn the following

verify that the account. nr:mber specified for each baekground maehine job
is correct and to stop the job from being execuËed if it is not*
To verify that the passr^rord specified for each background rnachine job is
correct and to stop the job froru being executed if it is not.
To output information when each background machine job ends.

To

Iani"g Restricti.n
routines may be wriÈten, one called USRJOB and the other (which
is not required if passwords and/or account numbers are t,o be verified, buÈ no
information is Èo be output) called USRXOJ.

Two accounting

BCP

Interface

USR.JOB

is called by the

BCP when

a :JOB card is read.

is called by the BCP:
a BCL :EOJ command is read.
a BCL :JOB command is read and it r^ras noÈ the first BCL comnand read
in this batch, and neither !/as it preceded by a BCL :EOJ conmand. This
means the previous job has ended without an :EOJ cornrnand. In this case the
BCP calls USREOJ first,
and upon return from that, routine, cal1s USRJOB.
When a BCL :EOB eommand is read which was not preceded by a BCL :nO.l
command, the BCP calls USREOJ.

USR-EOJ

When
When

USRJOB

The rout.ine may examine Ehe account number and password on Èhe BCL :JOB
command, by declaring t.wo I character exÈernal areas ACNT and PASI^I respecÈively.
USRJOB should not alÈer the contents of any register except A7, which is set to
0 if BCP is t,o accept the job (i.e. read the next BCL command and process it),
or a non-zero value if BCP is to reject the job (i.e. ignore all subsequent BCL
commands until the nexÈ :EOJ, :EOB, :JOB command). Having set A7, the user
accounting routine USRIOB must return to BCP wiÈh an RTN Al4 instruction.
USREOJ

This routine ensures, as USzuOB, that all Èhe registers it rnodifies are restored
to t.heir value upon entry. It returns to BCP with an RTN A14 instrucÈion.
Standard Accounting Iniornation
The BCP outputs accounÈing'information for each background machine Job to the
baekground filecode /02.
the date and tirne is output Eo 102 after every :JOB, :EOJ, :EOB, RUN and
Processor Cal1 command read by the BCP fron /F0.
DATE: MM DD Y\ / / TIME: **H.**M.**S
the elapsed tine, and the number of records printed and punched, is ouLput
to /02 at the end of performing each RUN command.
ELAP SED TII4E=?t*?t *, PRINTED RECOBDS=?I**?b,
PUNCHED RECOIIDS=****

the exit code (value in A7 at
Processor Call command.
EXIT

LKI'I

3) is printed

af

ter

eaeh RUN and

/**
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DEBUGGING NOTES

a dunp of a program occurs, it will be noted that the Ll"l is preceded by
control tables. Some of the infornat.ion in these control tables nay
useful for debugging purposes.
When

some MAS

The contents of these control fables is shor.rn below. Note
the first word shown in t,he Dump listing.

TORD
0
I
2
3

CONTENTS

program

start address (+f if the

overlays).

Èhe number

of

LM

program

is

be

that word 0 refers to

segmented

into

disc sectors containing the root or only segment.
is not

prograa lengÈh, including the blank conmon area if it
absolute.
address of the debug syrnbol table generated according
keyword paramet.er of the LKE OPT command.

to the

DBUG

If the progran is not an overlay program, r/ord 4 onwards contains the
LM.Otherwise, Èhe contents from word 4 are as described below:

I^IORD CONTENTS
4
the amount of memory required t,o execute the program. This is the
length of the longest path plus the amount, of memory required for
the Segnent loaded and its control tables.
5
the number of overlay segments in this IM. The root segment is
.
noÈ an overlay segment.

Each overlay segment. has a 4-word entry. The entries occur in the same order as
the overlay segments appear in the overlay Ëree (in other words, in ascending
segment level within ascending lowest path for this segnent). The first 4-word

entry begins in word 6 of the

Each 4-word

dump.

entry has the format:

I,IORD CONTENTS
0
bit 0 is I if this segmenÈ is loaded in rnemory.
Uia" f:U contain the nr:mber of the 4-word enLry for the
ascendenÈ segment to this segment (0 if the root segment is
I
2
3

ascendent segment).
the address where the segment has been
the relative sector number in the disc
segment has been or is to be loaded.

the length of the

the

or is Èo be loaded.
Ltr"I file fron which the

segment.

last 4-word enÈry is followed by the segment loader, which in Èurn is
followed by the root segment of Ëhe LùI.

The

By examining biÈ 0 of all 4-word entries, one can determine which path of
overlay program is loaded and was execuEing when the dump occurred.

an
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BACKGR.OUND MACHINE OPERATION

Backgroun-d Machine

Activities

is

used Lo execute the following programs:
BCP l,*iu'''round Control Processor
Stanc,ar{ !: l'oeessors
Non-standarut Processors
User Batch Programs
Accounting routine.

The baekground machine

The activities to be performed in the background machine are specified with
Background çemmand Language (BCL) Commands which are Processed by the BCP.
THE BACKGROUND CONTROL PROCESSOR (BCP)

Igttra "f Op.r.ti*

The BCP is loaded into t,he Background Machine when the SB Operat,or Coromand is
given. The BCP will read each BCL Conmand frorn the device /f0 and perforn the

required operat,ion. If the BCL Consrand specifies a Processor to be executed, or
a user program t'o be run, this program will be loaded inÈo the background
machine, overwriting the BCP. When the prograrn has ended, the BCP will be
reloaded to process the next BCL command. When the BCP has conpleted Èhe
processing of a BCL cornmand, a return code is seE. Ihis return code nay be set
either by the BCP or by the program which lras executed by the previous BCL
command. The return code has a value fron /0 to /7F,
The
LKM

return code should be set by user batch prograns (in A7 when Èhey exit with
3), using the same conventions as the BCP and the Processors, narnely:
/s

/ovzr
/ 3o-3F

I

40-.4F

/ 50-sF

/ 6 0-6F
/ 7 o-7F

Operating

error
Minor errors
Errors which forbid program execution
Errors which forbid Linkage Edit e.g. error in cornpilation;
no object deck has been produced.
No

Unused

FORTRAN or Assembly Processor execuÈion,
e.g. error in source update.
Errors which forbid execuÈion of the JOB, e.g. disc overflow'
no dynamlc buffer available.

Errors which forbid

l"lodes

The BCP can be run

in

two modes: Closed-shop and Interactive.

The Closed-shop rnode is used if the user responsible for the Job will not be
present, in the compuÈer room when the Job is executing, and does not wanÈ Ëhe
operator or anyone else to Èry to correct any errors that occur.

The Interactive mode is used if the user will be present at a cerminal when the
Job is run, and can thus interacÈively correct any errors which mâ] occuro
Closed

Shop

In this

mode, BCL coî'mands are grouped into sÈeps. A maximum return code is
specified for each. If any BCL command causes a return code to be issued which
exceeds thj-s maximum value, Èhe renaining BCL commands in the step are
ignored. BCL :STP commands are used to specify the closed-shop mode, Èo define
the steps and to set the maximum permiLted return code for each comnand in the
sËep.

8
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Interactive

In this mode, if a BCL coornand is found invalid, the BCP will allow the
background machine to correct the command from a specified device. After the
command has been correcËed, BCP will process it and then resume reading the BCL
from the device /E0.
The BCL ERR command

is

used

device.

to speeify the interactive

mode and

the correction

If both the ERR and one or more :SlP counands are used in one Job, then
correcting- commands from the ERR device is only possible for commands which
ended wlth a return code less than the currenÈ Step value.
BCL

-

BACKGROUND COMMAND LANGUAGE

fa"Ex a"d ryogra*l
The basic unit of work for the background machine is a task. A
performed by a program. For example, the LIBRARIAN roay be used

task is
to copy a

file of 20 records. In this case the task is to perform 20 times the
sequence of instruct,ions which copy a record from one file to another. If this
sequence is, say,10 instructions, then the task consists of 200 instrucLions.
The program which performs this task consists of over 1000 instructions, only
sequent.ial

I0 of which are relevant to this task.

A background task may not act,ivaÈe other tasks, but iÈ may activate subt,asks by
using scheduled labels.
The difference between a task and a sub-task is that the former
synchronised with the activat,ing task, whereas a subtask is.

is

not

Foreground tasks ean actlvate ot,her foreground tasks by LKM I0 or LKI'{ 12, and
then continue to execute and even exit withouÈ any regard as t,o whether these
other foreground tasks have been performed.
Baekground tasks cannot do

this.

Foreground t,asks can creat,e subtasks either by LKI{ 12 with an associaEed l{alt
or by scheduled labels. Only scheduled labels nay be used by background tasks
to create subt,asks.

In the background machine, there is at any one moment, only one active task. The
acLive task will be perforrned either by the BCP, or by a Processor (if the last
BCL command was a Processor Call comand), or by a user program (if the last
BCL command was

a

BCL RUN connand).

Only one program may be active in the background nachine at a time, and
only be activated once. Background programs have no activation queue.

8
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nay

Ig!"4es, J"bs ""d S!.ps
A batch is a set of BCL commands, the lasÈ of rvhich is :E08. For each batch the
operator must give the SB command to load the BCP to process iÈ.
The :EOB command deactivates Èhe
was using.

BCP

and thus frees the devices and memory it

I^IiËhin a Batch, there can be one or more Jobs. A Job is a series of BCL commands
from one user. Each user wishing to make use of the background machine during
the current. session should submit. a separate Job. A user may submit more than
one Job.
Each Job may consist of one or more Steps. A Step is a sequence of dependent
BCL commands. Thus, if a BCL cornmand is not performed successfully due to some
error situation, all subsequent BCL commands in the Step should be ignored. For
example, a Step might consist of an Assenbly followed by Linkage Edit and a Run
of a user prograa. If the Assenbly ends abnornally, Linkage Edit and Run should
be bypassed.
The hierarchy of operations is as follows:
SEVEML BATCHES PER SESSION
SEVERAL USERS PER BATCH
1 USER PER JOB
SEVERAL JOBS PER USER
SEVERAL STEPS PER JOB
SEVERAL PROGRAMS PER STEP
BCL Functions
BCL performs

the following functions:
defines Batches, Users, Jobs, St.eps and Programs.
assigns filecodes used by the background progran to devices, files or DADs.
allows messages to be sent. to the operator r^rhen a JOB reaches a certain
stage.

controls the loading of programs in the background maehine. (For overlay
batch programs, the BCP only loads the root segment. Ihe overlay segments
are loaded automatically during Èhe execution of the task. This is done by
LWI 27 inserted into the segment loader of the root segmenÈ by the Overlay
Linkage Editor).
BCL Scheduling Conmands
Recornmendation

Four BCL commands are used for job scheduling in the background machine. Ihese
are the :JOB, :STP, :EOJ and :EOB commands.

will aborË any program whi-ch tries to read a record commencing with one of
the strings:
:JOB :STP :EOJ :EOB
unless the program is the BCP. Placing the eomnand names for the four BCL
scheduling commands in the first record position will therefore ensure that
only Èhe BCP nay read them. (Ihe abort code is /IO Lt a program Lries to read

MAS

BCL scheduling comnand.)

8
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will, however, aceept these BCL comnands with the conmand name anywhere
in the record. See the :STP command description for an exeeption.
If a user background program input fileeode is assigned to the sane device as
rhe BCL filecode /n0, and if when this user background program is run it fails
to detect the end of its input file (because of a missing :EOF record, for
example), then it may erroneously read BCL commands for the next. JOB if the
:JOB- connand name for Èhe next JOB is noË placed j-n record position 1.

The BCp
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BACKGROUND COMMAND LANGUAGE

Job Scheduling

Cornnands

These commsnds

control the initiation and terminaËion of job streams
of operation (closed-shop or interactive).

determine the mode

End

: EOB

Format

of

BCL

and

: EOB

:EOB

If the previ-ous command was not :E0J t.he BCP will call the progran USREOJ
(which is either the dtrmrny sy.stem supplied program, or a User accounting
routine). The BCP will t,hen issue an Exit (LKM 3) to MAS. Ihe background
machine, although still defined, will then be closed until the operator enters
an SB oPerator command. No BCL courands which occur after the :EOB coronand will
be read by the background machine until the SB operalor command is given by the
oPerator.

The BCL reacts

with

Èhe message:

END OF BATCI1

P800 MAS Manual
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:EOJ

Fornat

End

of

Job

:EOJ

:EOJ

The BCP calls the progran USRXOJ, which
a User accounting routlne.

is either the

dtrmmy

progran supplied or

If Èhe command is placed in posiÈions l-4 of the BCL record (as
recommended), it will ensure that under no circmstances can the
comnands be erroneously processed as input data for this Job.
The BCP wlll read all subsequent records
and ignore them untl1 it reads a :JOB or

P800 I,IAS l,IanuaL

is strongly
next Job'e BCL

fron background machi.ne fllecode
an :EOB conmand.
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Set Interactive

ERR

Format
ForlnaÈ

I
2

r

ldode

ERR

ERR [FCOD=r]
ERR [r]

is the recovery filecode, an optional parameter specifying the
filecode from which the BCP will read correcËions when the BCL comrnand
being analysed is invalid. The filecode specified must have been
assigned to a console or display device type. If the parameter is
omitted, filecode /01 of the background machine is assumed.

is used to put the background rnachine into interactive mode. If
is found to have invalid syntax, the BCP will inform the
background machine user by sending an error message to Ëhe device assigned to
the recovery filecode. From the sane device the user nay subnnit the corrected
BCL cornmand. After this has been processed, the BCP will resume reading BCL
from the device /E0. This facility is only available for correcting BCL syntax
errors. It canot be used Èo correct errors which occur during processing a
valid BCL command. !'or example, if the PRNT parameter of the BCL RUN coromand is
specified as PRNT=A4, then it will be rejected since the parameter value is not
The ERR command

a

BCL command

nr:meric, and can be respecified by the background machine user from the
recovery filecode device. If, however, the paraneter had been specified as
PRNT=5O but the program to be RUN requires t.o output 70 lines of print, Ëhen
the program will be run until line 51 is to be output, but the user cannot then
alter the PRNT value from the recoverv filecode device.

following error
incorrect:

The

INV.

The

message may be

output by the

BCP

if the ERR command is

FCOI)

filecode is not assigned, or is not assigned to a console or display

device type.

If no ERR command has been supplied in a Job when a BCL syntax error
all error messages are output, and can be corrected via filecode /01.
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:

Beginning

JOB

Format I
FôRI,IAÎ-.Z

u

g-

of a Job

:

JOB

:JOB IUSID=u[ ,DAD=dl ] [ ,ACNT=a] [ ,PASI^l=p] [,VOLN=v,DNAI"I=dn]
:JOB [u] , [d] , Ia] , Ip] , [v] , [dn]

is a userid, a string of up to 8 ASCII characters, which specifies
the name of the user directory. This name must, already exist.
Default value is the first userid on the DAD with filecode /F0. The
same userid is Èaken, when USID=SYSTEII is speeified, buÈ Èhen some
priviliged system manager commands can be issued (like LIB connands
DCD, DLD, DCU). The specified userid is default during the whole Job
for every coumand. It can be overridden by a USID parameter
specified in a BCL command in the Job. If the parâmeters DAD, VOLN
or DNÆ{ are given, the USID specification is obligatory. If DAD
specificaÈion parameters are omitted, all assigned DADs are searched
Èo find Èhe specified userid, in the sequence of the declaration of
the DADS in the machine declaration.
is the DAD filecode (/F0-/FF). IÈ specifies if the DNAM and VOLN
parameters are onitted, the DAD where the specified userid is
located. When VOLN and DNAI"I are specified, it gives the filecode,
which should be assigned to the DAD where the specified userid is to

be found.
is an accounting number. A string of up to B characÈers, which is
not used by the BCP or any other component of l'lAS, but may be used
by a user accounting routine (if any).
p is a password. This string of up t,o 8 characters can only be used in
a user accounting routine.
v
is a volume number. It, specifies, together with the DNAI"I parameter,
a DAD to be tenporarily assigned for this Job. The volume number
consists of 4 hexadecimal characters.
dn is a DAD name. It speclfies the name of the DAD where Èhe specified
userid is located. This DAD is assigned to the filecode given in the
DAD paramet,er or, if the DAD parameter is omitted to the first free
DAD filecode, from /l'1 ro /ff.

a

The :JOB conurand must, be the first BCL comnand for each background machine
Job. It musÈ thus also be the first BCL command read from the filecode /E0 when
the background machine is started with the SB operator command.
l,lhen a :JOB command is given i.n a session without a previous :EOJ comrnand, the
BCP first generates a :EOJ connand and then processes the :JOB conmand.
The :JOB comrnand causes the BCP to reinitialise the background machine control
tables (to the values set up by MAS when the background machine was defined by
the SCL DCB command, et.c.), and to locate the user directory from the
paraneÈers USID and DAD on Èhe :JOB comand.

If the ACNT and PASII parameters are specified, the BCP will pass these to the
routines USREOJ (unless it is the first :JOB co'nand in Lhe batch, or if the
previous command was :EOJ) and USRJOB. If the dr:mmy systeu-supplied USRJOB
Progran has been replaced by a User accounting routine, then this routine can,
upon return t,o the BCP, signal whether the Job is to be processed or bypassed.
In the latter case, Èhe BCP will ignore all remaining BCL commands until the
next :JOB or :EOB command. The reinitialising of the background machine
filecode t,ables whenever a:JOB command is read is necessary, since the
previous Job nay have modified then by:
The BCL ERR and :STP commands set the background machine operation mode.
The BCL ASG and ASD commands can override Ëhe filecodes defined aÈ DCB tine.
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The following

incorrect:
PARAM

error

xxxxx

messages may be outpuÈ

by the

BCP

if the

:JOB command

is

MISSING

GIVE A DAD FILECODE

free DAD filecode could be found to assign a DAD dynamically. Ihe user
should specify a filecode in the DAD parameter, overridding the original
filecode given during the SCL DCB session.

No

WRONG VOLIJME NI]M3ER

The VOLN value consists of more Ëhan
volume number has not been mounted.
INVALID PAMI,I=xxxx

4 characters, or a disc with the specified

BAD ASSIGN STATUS=<xxx

The LKI"I 7l (assign DAD) returned an
meaning of the status.

I/O

error sratus.

See Appendix C

for

Lhe

ERROR ON DISC

h f/O error occurred during the DAD assignment

(LKM 71)

SYSTEM DYNAMIC AREA OVERFLOI,I

No space could be obt.ained, Èo

locate the tables for the

DAD Eo

be assigned.

DAD NAME NOT FOUND

/rO

cRIInoT BE REASSIGNED

VOLN were given with a DAD
TOO MANY FILECODES
ERROR READ DAD, STATUS:xxxx

DNAI"I

An

and

pararneter value /F0

IIO error occurred, reading the Catalog of the
PARAI"I

DAD

to be assigned..

USID MISSING

USID NÆ{E

UNKNOWN

Error

messages output by the comrnand analyser can be found at, the end of this
chapter.
NoÈe: The semicolon (:) must be the first character on the JOB command and must
not occur again within the body of the command.
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Initiate

: STP

Format I
Fôrmat2

n
c

p

Closed-shop

l"lode

: STP

:STP ICODE=n] [,ABCD=e] [,NCOD=p]
:STP [n] , [c] , [p]
is a numeric value frorn 0 to /7F, deflning the highest BCL error code
allowed in this Step. If onitted, 0 is assumed. The n must be higher
than the BCL error code from the preeeeding step.
is a numeric value fron 0 to /7F, defining the value that BCP is to
assign to Èhe error code if any prograû executed in the background
machine between the occurrence of this :STP command and the next one
(or Èhe next :EOB, :EOJ or :JOB command) ls aborÈed. If omitted,
aborts cause Èhe error code to be set to /7F.
is a numeric value from 0 t0 /7F, defining the new highest BCL error

allowed in this step. I^Iith the NCOD paraneter, the current BCL error
code can be decreased. When the currenÈ error code is lower than the
NCOD value, the NCOD is ignored.

the

:STP command places Èhe background machine into closed-shop mode, in which
a Job consists of one or more Steps, each starÈing with a :STP command. BCL
conrnands occurring before the flrst : STP command in a Job are regarded by the
BCP as being in a Step having a maximr:m error code value of 0.

During processing, if a BCL compand results in the error code being set to a
value exceeding the maximum error code value for the Step, all subsequent BCL
commands

for the Step will be ignored.

A SÈep is terminated either by another :STP connand, or by any of the following
BCL commands: :JOB, :EOJ or :E08.

following error
invalid:
The

message may be outpuÈ

by the

BCP

if the

:STP command

is

INVALID PARAI"I= xxxx

Note: The :STP conmand must. start in column 1, otherwise it nay be read as data
by the processor or by a progrem.
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BCL

Fllecode Allocation

Commands

Default allocation

filecodes for the background nachine are allocated by SCL FCD
entered by the system manager when defining the background machine
and prior to the operator start.ing it with the SB operaÈor cornmand. These
assigrunenËs can, however, be rnodified by background machine Jobs. Such
modificat,ions only have effect for Èhe Job in which t,hey are made, since the
BCP resets the background machine device assignments back to their machine
definition values whenever a new Job is started.
PermanenÈ
commands,

a :JOB command is read by the BCP, the filecode table is initialised
to contain only the filecodes declared aÈ machine declaration time.

Whenever

A Job nodifies its
assignments by:

job filecode from Èhe default background

machine device

BCL ASD commands
BCL ASG commands
BCL SCR commands
BCL REQ commands
BCL REL commands
LKM 23 monitor calls
LKI'I 24 monitor calls
LKM 33 monitor calls
LKM 54 monitor calls
LKI"I

71 monitor ca1ls

.

Only rnodifications by BCL commands are considered in this seetion.
Monitor) requests are dealt with in Appendix C.

LKM

(Link to

Note:

IlËinanenÈ filecode cannot be re-assigned to be equivalent, to a remporary
filecode.
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Assign a filecode to a

I
Z
Fornat 3

Format
l'-ormat

f

ASD

DAD

ASD FCOD=f,VOLN=v rDNAM=d
ASD FCOD=f ,DISK=c,DNAl"l=d
ASD f,{clv},d

is a DAD filecode fron /l'1 ro /FF. This filecode is assigned to the
specified by the VOLN or DISK and DNAM parameters. f may be an
existing DAD filecode, but not /F0.
is the volume number of the-Esk where the DAD to be assigned resides.
It must be up Èo 4 hexadecirnal charaters.
is the filecode of the disk (fron /CO to /Cf) wnere the DAD to be

DAD

v
c

assigned resides.

g_ is a DAD-name, up to 6 characters. It is the

name

of te

DAD

to

be

assigned.

With Èhe ASD command, the user may assign a DAD, not yet declared during
machine declaration. The filecode to be assigned may be free or occupied, but
an already assigned filecode cannot. be reassigned if DFl"l or TDFl"l files are
assigned to iÈ. Also the Job DAD filecode cannot be reassigned.
Although the disk can be specified via t,he volume number, its disc filecode
(/CO-/CF) must be contained in the filecode table of the Background machine.
The temporary DAD filecodes are scratched or reset to their original
assignments on detecti.on of a :JOB, :EOJ or :EOB command.

error messages may be output due to an errorneous
or to a status returned from the execut.ed LKM 71 (assign DAD):

The following

conmand

input,

I/O ERROR ON DISC
Error detected during read of the DAD's catalogue
SYSTEM DYNAI"IIC AREA OVERFLOIÙ

No space
The

to allocate the tables for the

DAD NAME NOT FOUND
DAD does not. exist

filecode

DAD

to be assigned.

on the dlsc indicaEed bv the volume number or the disc

WRONG VOLUME NUMBER

VOLN

parameter value contains more than 4 characters

DISC F.C. OR DAD F.C. MUST BE /Cx OR /Fx
DISC F.C. NOT ASSIGNED

The filecode specified for the disc has not
definition.
/FO OR DAD OF THE CURRENT JOB CANNOT
TOO MANY FILECODES
FCOD VALUE NOT ALLOWED

The FCOD parameter value is not a DAD
GIVE DISC VALUE FROM /CO TO /CF
VOLN OR DISC PARAMETER I'{ISSING
VOLN OR DISC PARAI'TETER REDUNDANT

or is not

found.

been specified during machine

BE RXASSIGNED

filecode.

BAD ASSIGN STATUS=xxxx

The LKM 71 returned an error status. For the meaning of that stat.us see
Appendix C.
DAD F.C. CANNOT BE RXASSIGNED, A DFM OR TDFM FILE IS ASSIGNED TO IT
INVALID PARAM=<xxx
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Assign a Filecode

ASG

There are

four types of

ASG command

ASG

which rnay be used

in the BCL.

Assign a filecode t,o a physical non-disc device.

Fornat la
Format,

FCOD=f

rDVCE=n[aIl] l

ASc f ,nIa[1]

l

is
is
is
If

a filecode ro be assigned
the device type (a 2 character code); see Appendix A.
the device address (two hexadecinal digits withouÈ a precedirrg /).
onitted, the first device in the SYSGEN list for Ëhe device is
assumed. This parameter should be omitted if n = NO.

I
n
a
I

ASG

lb

For devices connected to an AMAS controller, â linenumber frorn O to 7
can be specified. Ihere are Ëwo ways Ëo indicate an AMAS linenumber:
Ïhe linenr:mber can be added to the device address, so a*l ,or it can
be specified separatily
Example: an assign of a display connected Èo an AI'{A8, device address
/18 linenumber 1 can be done as: ASG 2rDY19 or
ASG 2,DY1gl.

Assign a filecode

to a disc tenporary file

2a ASG FCOD*f [ ,DAD=d] [ ,Typn=r] [ ,NBGR=n] [ ,CONS={yES I
Forxuar-6' AScr f ,Id], It], tnj , ivnslNol
Format

NO} ]

f is the filecode to be assigned.
E is a DAD filecode (defaulr is rhe Job DAD).
t is the filetype code (defaulr = UF).
E is the nurnber- of granules (default = 1).
CONS specifies whether the granules are consecutive (YES) or not
(NO). The default is NO.
Note: If the file is to be created by Direct hlrite LKI"I l, the number of
granules (consecutive or non-consecutive) must be allocated at Assign time.
For example, if a file has 8 sectors per granule, and only I granule is
allocated at Assign time, then if a Direct LKM 1 is given to write sect,or 23,
it will be rejected with sratus /10.

Format

3a

-Fornat
---

3b

f
E
n
t
u
v

LSG FCOD=f ,FNAM=n[ ,DAD=d] [ ,Typn=r] [ ,USII=g] [ ,WpRO={yES

ISGF

I

NO}

] t ,VERS=v l

f,n,Ir],[r],[d],[yESlNo],[v]

is the filecode to be assigned
is the DAD filecode whose éatalogue contains the filenarne (default is
the Job DAD).
is the filename.
is the filetype code (default = UF). One of the codes SC, OB, LM, UF
and EF.

is the userid of the Directory (default = :JOB Userid).
is the version number (a digit from O to 7, but not more than the
value on Èhe SMV command to LIB specified for this Userid). The
defaulÈ value is 0.
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I'IPRO

is used to set (YES) or leave aLone (UO) ttre write protect flag for
this file in rhe MAS tables. Ihe default is N0. The flag is not updated
in the directory on disc - this can only be done by the Processor LIB
with SPF or RPF control commands - but only in the MAS ûemory tables.
Specifying WPRO=YES is only required if the write protect flag was not
set 0N when the file was created; nevertheless this background rnachine
job requires the fil-e to be protecÈed frorn being writ,t,en to by any
foreground machine task until the background machine Job ls finished.

Assign a filecode Èo another filecode
Format
Forrnat

4a
4b

ASG FCOD=f rECOD=e
ASGE

f ,e

is the filecode to be assigned.
is the filecode which has been assigned.

I
e

Note: filecode 'e' must not, itself have been assigned to another filecode. This
is to prevent problens if filecode 'e' is scraËched.

Filecode 'f' may be a permanent filecode. If filecode 'e' is subsequently
reassigned, filecode 'f is also reassigned.

following error messages may be ouÈput by the
rejected:
PAMM xxxx MISSING
The

BCP

if the

ASG command

is

INVALID PAMM=cxxx
BAD ASSIGN STATUS=xxxx

The LKI"I 23 (assign) which

is used for the execution of this connand, returned
status. For an explanation of the sÈatus see Appendix C.
DEVICE NAI'{E

I/O

UNKNOI^IN

ERROR ON DISC

I/O error, reading the Catalog of the
of
file to

GRANTB
the
be assigned.
SYSTEM DYNAI"IIC AREA OVERFLOI,I

No space

DAD, Lhe direcEory

of the userid or

the

to allocaÈe the tables to asslgn the filecode

NO SPACE FOR FILE DESCRIPTION TABLE
DEVICE OR DAD UNKNOWN
NO SPACE ON DISC

There are noÈ enough free granules in the DAD Ëo asslgn the tenporary file
UNKNOI^IN FILE NAI"IE
The catalogued file to be assigned does not exist in the directory of the

speclfied userid.

ECOD NOT ASSIGNED
INVALID ASSIGN TYPE

The specified ASG parameters caused the BCP

to construct an illegal control
block for the LKM 23.
USID IS UNKNOI^IN
The specified userid did not exist in Èhe DAD Caralog
The

A

ILLEGAL FILE TYPE

file type was not UF, SC, LI,l, OB or EF.
INVALID FILE

CODE

DAD filecode vras not /FO-/FF
DAD FCOD NOT ASSIGNED
PERMANENT FILECODE CANNOT

or a filecode

was

nor /00-/FF.

BE REASSIGNED BY EQUIVALENCE

BAD ASSIGN BLOCK ADDRESS

This message can never be caused by the user. It is a Hardware or

BCP

error.

TOO MANY FILECODES

BAD DEVICE ADDRESS
UNSHARED

FILE

9
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a

flle that was to be assigned, was not shareable
trying to assign lt was not the ordrrer, oor SYSTEM.

The catalogued

Ïhe

and the user,

TOO MANY GRANULES FOR THE SECTOR SIZE
NBGR

parameter value $ras more than (DAD sectorlength-l0)/2.

BAD LINENUMBER FOR AI',IA8

In the

Format

I assign, the I paraueter was not 0-7.

messages for the assign of TDFl"l files:
USER IDENT UNKNOWN FOR ONE SUBFILE
NAME UNKNOI,IN FOR ONE SUBFILE
DYNAMIC AREA OVERT'LO}I IN SYSTEM MACHINE
ONE PACK NOT ON LINE
THE DAD OF ONE SUBFILE IS UNKNO}IN
THE DAD OF ONE SUBFILE IS NOT ASSIGNED
THE FILECODE OF THE DAD OF THE DESCRIPTOR IS UNKNOI^IN
FILE ALP.EADY ASG. IN OTIIER MAC}I. I^IITH NON IDENTICAL DAD FILECODE
NO FCT ENTRY FOR DISC OF DESCRIPTOR
NO FCT ENTRY FOR DAD OF DESCRIPTOR
FILE CODE I^IAS USED BY RUNNING TRANSAC. FOR ANOTHER EDFM FILE.
Assigning TDFl"l files, in Èhe ASG conrnand, only the identification of

Additional error

the

descriptor file has to be given. In the descriptor file l'lAS finds references to
KEY and DATA files.Most of the above mentioned error messages are caused by the

fact that these references call dLscs (via the volume nurnber)
which are not known or assigned in the Background machine.

,

DADs

or useri.ds,

NOTE:

ÏT ttre syntax of the assign command is incorrect,
deleted.
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Scratch a Filecode

SCR

Format
Formar

I
Z

I

SCR

SCR

FCOD=f

sCR f

is the filecode to be removed fron the MAS tables.

SCR command is used to renove a filecode from Èhe MAS filecode table for
the currenÈ background machine Job. It is only necessary to do this if the
current Job is likely to cause an overflow of the filecode table, because it
has a large number of filecode assigns, and will exceed the SCL MFC limit, or
the system generat.ion default.
It is also used if a new object file is to be creaÈed (processors only extend
it) or if filecodes have been assigned to a DAD that has to be reassigned.
Certain filecodes used by the BCP to process the BCL conmands for the Job (for
exampl-e filecodes /nO, 1927 cannot be specified in the SCR command.

The

If a nnagnetic t.ape or cassett,e was assigned by a BCL REQ command,
scratched by a BCL REL command in order t,o:
Scratch the filecode
Tell the operator to dismount the tape
Release the device attached by the REQ command.
LKIVI

54 may be used instead

The following
rej ected :

FILE
FILE

error

of the

REQ

messages may be

it should

be

and REL commands, if preferred.

output by the

BCP

if the

SCR command

is

CODE NOT ALLOWED
CODE NOT FOUND

co}.,l. EXECUTED, BUT

P800 MAS Manual
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BCL Tape and Cassette Conmands

The background user nay use Èhese devices by perforroing

of

the following

sequence

conmands:
Give a BCL REQ command

(to attach the device, assign a filecode to it, and
instruct the operator to mount iÈ).
Give commands t,o position the tape or cassette, and Ëo label it as
required. Commands to eiËher the BCP or LIB may be used; they have the same
formaÈ.
Run the program which uses Èhe tape (via LKI"I I or LIB).
Give cornmands Èo the BCP or to LIB, Èo wriÈe EOV or EOF and to reposition
the tape as necessary, these can also be done via LKM l.
Give a BCL REL eommand to detach Ëhe device, scratch the filecode, and

inst,ruct the operator to dismount the tape.
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Flle

FBS

Format

Ffiæ

I

Back Space_$T

or ÎK

FBS

FBS FCOD=fc[,NUM3=n]
FBS fc[,n]

fc is a fiLecode assigned to an l"1T or TK devlce
g i" the number of tape marks to be back-spaced.
will be positioned before the nth tape mark skipped. If the
paraneter ls onit,ted, NU{B = I is assumed.
The tape
One

of the followLng error

messages

NUMB

is output if an FBS cornmand is rejected:-

NO TAPE MARK ON M.T. (begin of tape is
I/O ERR ON M.T. (fCOO=xy) r STATUS=abcd

found)
(see Appendix C, LKM l)
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File
Formar
Format

I

2

FFS FCOD=fc[,NUMB=(AIL
FFS fc[,ALLln]

Forward Space MT or

FFS

TK

I n]l

fc is a fiLecode assigned Ëo an MT or TK device.
n is the number of subsequent tape marks to be skipped over. The tape
will be posiËioned after this Eape mark.
ALL The tape will be forward-spaced until t!ûo consecutlve tape marks
arefound and positioned aft,er Èhe first of these two.
If the NIIMB pararneter is onitted,
One

NUMB=I

is

of the followlng error

assumed.

messages is output
PAM},I ERR
NO TAPE MARK ON THE TAPE
KEY PARA]'I TOO LONG
I/O ERR ON I"1.T. (FCOD:xy), STATUS=abcd

if an FFS command ls rejected:
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Print

PLB

Format I

PLB

FCOD=fc Format 2

fc is a filecode assigned

MT

or

TK Label

PLB

PLB fc

Èo an MT or TK device.

label of the MT or TK will be printed on the operator console and
the tape wlll be positioned at the first record of the file following
the
label. If the tape has no volume label_, tire message:
N0 VoLUME LABEL (first record does not st,art *itt ,votl,)
is output, and the tape is backspaced one block.
The voh-rme

The

following error message is output if a pLB cornmancl is rejected:
I/O ERROR ON M.T. (FCOD:xy), STATUS=abcd

P800 MAS Manual_
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Record Back Space I'1T or

RBS
Format

I

Fornâil

RBS

FCOD=f

RBs f c[ rn]

TK

RBS

c[ lNtlMB=n]

fc is a fllecode assigned to an !11 or TK device.
t is the number of records to be skipped.
The tape will be positioned before the nth previous record. If the NUI"IB
parameter is omitted, NIII'IB = I i.s assr.rned.
One of the following error messages is output lf an RBS cornmand is rejected:
BEGINNING OF TAPE IS ENCOUNTERED
EOF ENCOUNTERED
I/O ERR ON M.T. (FCOD-XY), STATUS=AbCd
EOS ENCOUNTERED

9
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Rewind

REF

Format
Forrûat

I
2

File

REF

REF FCOD-fc
REF fc

fc

is the filecode.

The

file is

The

following error message nay be output:
**** I/O ERROR. (fCOO=ry;, STATUS abcd

rewound and posltioned

P800 MAS Manual
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Release

Format I
Fornat_Z

a Device

REL

REL FCOD=fc,MESS='n'
REL fc,'m'

fe is a background

machine fllecode mentioned on a previous

R.EQ

command.

m is a message to be sent to the operator on fLlecbde /EF of the

system

machine, maxi.mal 72 chatcaters.
The systen

will detach the devlce

DISMOUNT

dn da m

and send the operat,or the message:

,PLEASE

where

dn = device name code
da = device address
m = message on REL cortmand.
One

of the following error messages will be sent to the background machine
of the background machine, i.f a REL command is rejected:

on filecode /Ot

user

DISK DEVICE OR DEVICE NOT ATTACIIED TO TTIE PROGRAI"I

FILE

CODE NOT ASSIGNED
NOT ASSIGNED TO A PHYS. DEV. OR ASSIGN TO NO DEVICE

9.0.19
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RequesË

REQ

Format
Forrnat

I
2

a Device

REQ

REQ DVCE=d,FCOD=fc,MESS='n'
REQ d,fc,'m'

d

is a t,wo-character device-name code, eit,her MT or TK. An operational
device of this type will be attached (reserved exclusively) to the Job.
fc is the filecode to be assigned to the device; two hexadecinal
characters, preceded by the / character,
m is a message to be sent to the operaÈor on filecode /gf of the sysËem
machine, maximal 72 chatacters.
is used by the background user to perforn the sane functions
14 (to request the exclusive use of a device), or LKM 54 (PJQ or REL).

The REQ command
LKM

The background user may not know t,he device addresses, and even if he does he
will not necessarily know which devices are being used by the foreground
machines at any moment. The ASG co'nand cannot in these cases be used by the
background user, and the REQ command is available for such circumstances.

The systen will:
AllocaËe an operational device (one not mentioned on an 'OF' operator
command or an SCL DOF command fron the system rnanager) of the requested
t,ype to the bat,ch machine.
Attach it to the Job.
Assign the specified filecode to ir.
Send

the message:

dn da 'm' THEN RS, PLEASE
to the operator on filecode /EF of the system
},IoUNT 0N

machine, where:
dn = device type on REQ command
m = message on REQ command
da = the device address allocated.
Enter the pause state until the operator enters the RS (Restart)

for the

command

background machlne

of the following error messages will be ouÈput to the background user
filecode /01 of the background machine, if a REQ command is rejected:

One

on

NOT ASSIGNED
DYNAMIC AREA OVERFLOI{
INVALID DEVICE NAI'{E (ONLY MT OR TK)
NO FREE AND OPERABLE DEVICE
BAD ASSIGN STATUS = abcd

9
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as

Rewind l"1T or TK

REW

Format

I

RXW FCOD=fc

ïffiE_Z

RE!ù fe

fc is a filecode assigned to an MT or
The tape
One

is

rewound

TK device.

to the load point.

of the following error
FILE
FILE
FILE

REI^I

messages

is output if a REI,I cornmand is rejected:

CODE },IISSING
CODE ERROR
CODE UNKNOWN

I/O ERR ON M.T. (FCOD=xy), STATUS=abcd
ERR ENCOUNTERED IN REI,ùIND (the LKM 1 order

status, not equal to load point detected)

9.0.21
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Rf'S
Format 1
Fornat Z

Record Forward SPace

RFS FCOD=f c[ ,NIIMB=n]
RFS fc[,n]

fc is a filecode assigned to an MT or TK device.
n is the number of records Èo be skipped. If the
omitÈed, NIJI'IB = I ls assumed.
The tape
One

RFS

I'17

NUMB

pararneter

is

will be posltloned after the nth subsequent record.

of the followlng error

messages

is output if an RFS command is rejected:

END OF TAPE IS ENCOUNTERED
EOF ENCOUNTERED
I/O ERR 0N M.T. (rCOO:xy), STATUS=abcd
EOS ENCOUNTERED
EOV MARK ENCOUNTERED
NO DATA ON TAPE

P800 MAS Manual
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Unlock MT or

ULD

Format 1
Forxoat 2

TK

ULD

ULD FCOFfc
ULD fc

fc is a filecode assigned to an MT or TK device.
Ihe t,ape device is swit,ched t,o the

manual stat,e by sending

a'switch off'

command.

One

of the following error

messages is output if a ULD ssmmand
THE FUNCTION HAS NT I^IORK CORRECTLY (rCOO=xy) STATUS=abcd

P800 MAS Manual
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I{rite
Format

I

WEF

FCOD=f

.poffir? lrEF fc[,n]

EOF

c[ ,NIIMB=n]

fc is a filecode assigned to an MT or TK device.
n is the number of EOF marks to be writ,ten. If the
onitted, NUMB = I is assumed.
The

IIIEF

paramet,er Nul,lB

is

following error message nay be output:
I/O ERR ON M.T. (FCOD-xy), STATUS=àbcd

P800 MAS Manual
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Write

WES

Format I
Fornat 2

EOS

WES

WES FCOD=f c[ ,NIIMB=n]
WES fe[,n]

fc is a filecode assigned to an I"1T or TK device.
is the number of EOS marks to be written. If the parameter
" omitted,
NIJMB = I is assumed.
The following

I/O

NUMB

is

error

ERR ON

message nay be output:
I,l.T (FCOD:xy), STATUS=abcd
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I,Irite

I.iEV

Format

Foæ

I

EOV

on MT or

TK

WEV

I^IEV FCOD-fc

l,lnv fc

fc

ls a filecode assigned t,o an MT or TK device.
An EOV is written on the tape.
The

following error message is output if a WEV cornnand is rejected:
I/O ERR ON M.T. (FCoD=xy), STÀTUS=abcd

P800 MAS Manual
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l^lrite

MT

or

Tl( Labe1

I,ILB

An MT or TK

label is 80 Ascrr characters, formatted as follows:
CHARS
CONTENTS
0-3
vol.l
4-9
voh:me serial number
10
security code
11-40 reserved
4L-79 os,ner eode.
The tape label ls followed by a Tape Mark.
Format,

I

WLB FCOFf cI TSNUM='sn'] [ TSCOD='sc'] [ rO['INE='ow']

IormatZ
fc
sn
""
ow
One

of

fc[,['sn;],['se'],i;ôr'll

is
is
is
is

a filecode asslgned to an MT or TK device.
the volume serial number (1-6 ASCII characters), default blanks.
the security code (t ASCII character), default ô.
the owner code (l or more ASCII characters). If more than 39
characters are entered, only the first 39 will be accepted, default
blanks.

Èhe followLng

PARAM

I/0

wLB

--.-

ERR ON

P800 MAS Manual
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ls output if a I{LB colrmand is rejected:

TOO LONG

M.T. (rCOO:xy;, STATUS=abed
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BCL

Interactive

Conmands

Introduction
Four BCL comrnands are availabLe which permit interactive interventionl these
are the ROI, ERR, PSE and MES commands. The ERR command is described in the
section rrBCL Scheduling Commands"; it pernits Ëhe background user to correcÈ
lnÈeractively a BCL command which has been rejected by the BCp.
MES

Output l"lessage

MES

Formag MES n

n is a message to be sent to

t,he operator.

The MES command causes the BCP to output the speci.fied. message on the sysËem
machine device /gf. Having done this, the BCP reads the next BCL command frorn
Èhe device defined by background machine filecode /n0 and cont,inues. The MES
command could be used by the background user to inform the operator that he has
finished using special paper, for example.

P800 MAS Manual-
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Pause

PSE

Format

PSE

PSE n

n is a message to be sent to the operator.
The pause conmand causes the BCP to outpuÈ the specified nessage on the systen
nactrine device and then place the background nachine into the wait state. The
RS operator corunand must be entered to rest,art the background machine.
The PSE co'nmand could be given, for example, by a background user to request
the operator to mount special paper and ready Lhe printer. It complements the
facilities availabl-e wlth LKM 6 and LKll 54.

9.0.29
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ROI

Slquest Operator Interventlon

Fornat 1

ROI

ROI

FCOIFfcTMESS='n'

ForntET Ror fc,'m'

fc ls the fLlecode.
g ls a message to be sent to the operator, maxinal 72 cbatacters.
The operator le Bent the follorring message:
m ON dn,da ÎHEN RS, PLEASE
where:

'm' is the message as specifled on the ROI conrmand
'dn' is the device name
'da' is the devlce address.

Ttre background machlne
command

ls entered.

ls placed ln the pause state untll the RS operator
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BCL Task
How

the

Initiation

BCP

Conmands

Initiates

Tasks

There are 3 BCL connands available
machine. These are:
Standard Processor Call
Non-Standard Processor CaLl

for initiating tasks in the

baekground

RUN comrnand.

The processing perforned by the BCP on these BCL conrmands consists of four
oPeraÈions:
l. The BCL command is analysed for correct syntax and rejected if invalid.
2. The location of the program Èo be executed is calcu1at,ed. In other r^rords,
the DADcode, Useri-d and the LM file (nane, type, version) are identified.
3. The Job Parameter Table is init,ialised. Ihis table contains the information
required by l'lAS to load Èhe program (calculated in 2 above) and other informaÈion about the program (e.g how many lines of print it may outpuÈ and, for
a swappable background machine, for how many seconds it must be resident).
4. The BCP then issues an LKM 3 (Exit) I"lonitor request with A8 pointing to the
JPT (Job Parameter Table). This causes MAS to replace the BCP by the
required program which will then be executed.

Task

Initiat.ion

Comman4s

SÈandard Processor

Cafl

(See Volurne

Forrnat I
p"ar" TFuB={}IAX I nil[,DUr'{r={ALL
Forrnat 2
pname tltAxlnl [,rROGlALLl NO]

I

III of this set).
rROG

I

NO}]

pname is one of the Standard Processor Names. These are the names of
the Standard Processors supplied with MAS, for example:
Fortran Compiler
Assernbler
RTL RTL/2 compiler
LKE Linkage Editor
UPD Updare
FRT

ASI'1

LIB Librarian
EDF ExÈended
MAC

n

14Æ(
Dlfrp
ALL

Disc File processor

Macroprocessor.

is only required when the background nachine was defined as swappable with SCL DCB command, and when the processor assumes it nay
use virtual addresses larger than that for Ëhe last word in lhe
last page containing the load nodule (or issues any LKM 4). If
both conditions are true, n specifies the nrmber of pages to be
allocated additional to those required to contain the load
module.The default is 0. If the background machine is memoryresident,
the SIZE parameter is ignored, and theProcessor i-s allocated the
Pages reserved for the background machine by SCL DCB command. If
so, it should ensure thaÈ it does not issue LKM4 as well asassr:me
lt can address pages beyond the end of the load module directly.
MAS will reserve 32K words for the processor.
is used to requesL a postmorLem drrnp in the event of a Processor
Abort, or if the Processor issues LKM 3 (Exit) with bit I of the
exit code set (i.e. Exit with postmortem dunp). The paramet,er is
ignored if the postmort,em dunp option was not selected at SYSGEN.
requests a dump of both the system rnachi.ne and Èhe background
machine.
9
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PROG requests a dump of the background machine only.
If NO is specified, or if the DlII"lP parameter is omitÈed, no
postmortem dunp will be produced.
For a Standard Processor Call the
DAD

BCP

= /F0

evaluates the program location as:

Userid = the first user in the /F0 Catalogue.
The Processors must therefore be conÈained
in the Catalogue for the DAD /F0.

Fortran Diagnostic Error

in the Directory for the first

User

lvlessages

To obtain full docuroentation about Fort.ran runtime errors, the parameter
D(debug)={YES I FULL} can be specified in the OPT card. WiÈh Èhis paremeter,
ForLran rnaintains a chain of blocks to prlnt if need be an error message wiËh
full docr,uoentation (error number, sÈat,emenË number, called at).
To print a full error message correctly, all Fortran programs, main program and
subrouÈi.nes, should be compiled with D=YES or D=FULL.
Problems occur using Fortran routines called by Assembler routines. The
diagnostic error message is i.ncorrect when the main program is an Assembler
program, because Fortran does not know where the starË of the chain is. No
problems occur when using Assernbler subroutines called from Fortran.
To overcome problems with Assenbler main programs, two soluÈions exist:
l. Let the Assembler program be called by a dumrny Fortran main program,
consisting of a CALL of the AssembJ-er program, and conpiled with FYES

2,

or D=FULL.
Insert in the Assenbler main program the following instructions:
EXTRN I{:DGER,[{:ERLK

and

LDKL
ST

A1,W:DGER

Al,ll:ERLK*2

of these alternativès, the full diagnostic error messages are printed
correctly for non re-ent.rant code. When re-entrant code must. be generated,
only the first rnethod can be used.

Using one

9
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Non-St,andard Processor Call

A Non-Standard Processor Call is used, either r^rhen the Processor name
one of the slandard processor nânes or the Processor is not contained
Directory for the first user in the Catalogue for the DAD /F0.
Forroar I
ForuaÈ 2

pname ISIZE={MAXln} ] t,DuMp={ALLlpRoclno}l
pname t[MAXlnl , [ALLlPROGlNO],[u],[d]

[,USIFu]

is
in

not
the

[,DAD=d]

pname is any name of 1-6 ASCII characters except a BCL command mnemonic"
In general BCL commands either have a 3 characÈer name or
comnence with : (colon). The user can thus easily ensure Ëhat no
DIJMP
ffiE
g
g-

non-standard processor has Ëhe sane name as a BCL command (which
would cause the BCP giving an error if it happened).
IdenÈical to a Standard Processor Call.
IdenËical to the Standard Processor Call.
the userid (1-8 characters).
the DAD filecode (/rO - /FF).

For a Non-Standard Processor Call the BCP evaluates the program loeaÈion
according to whether the parameters USID and DAD are, or are not, specified in

the call:

ISDADSPECIFIED?
ISUSIDSPECIFIED?
I^IAS USID ON BCL :JOB?
I^IAS DAD ON BCL :JOB?

YYYNNNN
YNNYNNN
YN YYN
Y

*
SET DAD TO SPECIFIED VALUE
SET DAD TO :JOB VALUE
SET DAD TO VALUE COMPUTED FOR JOB
SEARCH ALL DADS FOR USID
SET DAD = /F0
*
SET USID TO SPECIFIED VALUE
SET USID T0 :JOB VALUE
SET USID TO IST USER IN DAD

*

N

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

The following error messages may be output by the BCP
Standard Processor Call is invalid:

if a

Standard

or Non-

PARAI'{. NOT VALID
PROCESSOR NOT CATALOGUED
BAD ASSIGN

I/O

ERROR ON DISK
SEARCH DIRECTORY NOT POSSIBLE

PARAM..

INVALID

..

},lISSING

PARAI"I=

BAD COMMAND NAME

(the

cominand name conEained

9
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Run

RUN

Fornat

1

Format,

2

The

a

Program

RUN optional-keyword-parame ters
RUN optional positional parameters

in

RUN

Èhe

order as occurring below

optional keyword parameters are:KEYI4IORD DEFAULT SPECIFICATION RULES

to 6 ASCII chars specifying the name of the program
to be executed. It must be the name of an LM file. If
omitted, filecode /D6 is assruned to define the programt
and is assigned by the LIG to its output load module.
:JOB USID Up to I ASCII characters, specifying the Directory in
which the program is Èo be located.
:JOB DAD A DAD filecode (/F0 - /FF) defined by an SCL FCD comrnand
which specifies the catalogue in which the Directory ls

PROC= /n0
USID=
DAD=

Up

located.

VERS=

0

SIZE=

0

A digit from 0 to 7, specifying the version of the program to be executed. The value must not exceed the value
specif ied on the SI"IV command Èo LIB f or this Userid.
Either Èhe word MÆ( or a number fron 0 to 15 '
specifyingthe number of memory pages, additional to
Èhose contain-ing the load nodule, whi-ch the program
assumes it nay address using virtual addresses or by
giving one or morelK},l 4 requests. This value is only

required if the SCL
is defined a swappable background machine.
Only required if one desires a posÈ-mortem durnp in Lhe
event of the progran aborting. Specify ALL Èo dump the
system and the background machine. Specify PROG to duutp
the background machine only. The parameter is ignored if
Èhe posÈ-mortem dunp optiorl I^Ias not selected at SYSGEN.
Either the maximum nurnber of records which may be
punched by this progr.rn, or NO if there is no limit.
Either the maximum number of lines which may be printed
by this program, or NO if there is no linit.
Either the maximum number of seeonds for which the program may run in the background machine, or N0 if there
is no lirnit. The operator should not seÈ the clock off
if a value is specified, or iË will be ignored.
The values to be placed in the floating point registers
FR1 - FR3 when the program is started.

DCB cournand
DUMP=

NO

PNCH=

f000

PRNT=

1000

300

TIME=

Pftl=rPftl=

0

If, during Èhe execution of this progran, an attempt is made to exceed
the three linits PNCH, PRNT or TII"IE, Ëhe progran will be aborted.
The

default value for

The

following error

PROG

one of

is the program output by the last execution of the
in the same Job, Èo the Load Module file (/D6).

Linkage Editor (LKE Processor)
rej ected :

message may be

output by the

BCP

if the RUN cormnand is

INVALID PARAM.=....
BAD ASSIGN

USID NAME

UNKNOWN

PROG. NAME

UNKNOI^IN

SEARCII CATAL. NOT POSSIBLE
SEARC}I DIRECTORY NOT POSSIBLE

PROG. NA},IE MISSING
I/O ERROR ON DISK

FILE /D6

NOT ASSIGNED

9
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l"liscellaneous BCL

Comrand

Include a }todule

INC

INC

The INC couunand can be used to prepare an ObjecË file for the LKE Processor.
There are two Ëypes of INC ssmma[d, depending on whether the modules to be
added to Èhe Object file are to be read by the BCP from a non-disc device or
from a disc device. The object modules will be output to the disc temporary
object library (filecode /D5). If this object library is not, assigned, or has
been closed (an EOF mark has been written), the BCP will automatically create a
ne\âr one in the DAD whose cat,alogue conÈains a pointer Èo the Direct.ory for t,he
Userid specified on the BCL :JOB command for this background machine job. The
relevant DAD will have been found by the BCP when the BCL :JOB cornmand was
processed - either because the DAD was also specified on the BCL :JOB connand,
or because the BCP searched all the DADs (defined by SCL FCD commands when the
background machine was defined) until it found the one whose caÈalogue
contained the relevant Userid. The DADs are searched in the same order they
were defined by SCL FCD commands.
INC frou a disc device

In this case the INC command has a set of parameters which locaÈe the library
to be read by the BCP. It is possible to select an individual nodule from the
library. Filecode /D0 r^'i11 be used by the BCP Èo assign the file.
Format I
-For*at

2

f
;

INC
INC

LIBR=f [,}INAM=n I ALL] [,USID=u] [,OAO=di
f[,InlALL],[u],[d] l

is the library name (filenane);
is the object module name, or ALL if all the object modules in the
library are to be read by the BCP. Default is ALL.
identifies Èhe Directory to be searched for the filename. If USID is
not. specified, the Userid from the BCL :JOB command will be assr:med.
identifies the DAD catalogue to be searched for the user Directory. If
it is not specified, ttte bel specified on the :JOB will be assumed.
(If no DAD was specified on the :JOB, the BCP will have identified it
by searching all the DADs defined by SCL FCD commands, until it found

u
d

the Userid.)

INC from

a non-disc device

Format I

INC IFCOD=fc]
INC Ifc]

Fornat

2

fc ls the filecode which defines the device type (defaslg=/E2) and
address from which the BCP is to read the objecÈ modules. It can refer
to a disc file. The BCP will read everything up to the EOF nark.

9
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the following
rej ect,ed :

PARAl"l

nessages may be output by Èhe BCP if

xxxx

the INC con'mand is

MISSING

BAD ASSIGN

INV.

FCOD

r o r oE UNNECESSARY PARAMETER
NO SPACE IN FILECODE TABLE
NO SPACE FOR FILE DESCRIPTION TAsLE
NO SPACE ON DISK
UNKNOI.IN

FILE

NAME

DAD UNKNOWN

USID NAME UNKNO!'IN
LIBR NA}IE
ERR. ASSTGN FrLE /OO lST=..)
NOT A}I OBJECÎ FILE

UNKNOWN

ERROR RXAD/WRITE
UNKNOI.TN

},10D.

(SlT=...)FILE=. ..

NAME

IN DIRECTORY OBJ.
DAD FCOD NOT ASSIGNED
TOO MANY FILECODES
ERROR
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Declare a

Forrnat NOD

nodename[ , {rovs

Node

NOD

| *i [,a] l

nodename is a 6 ASCII character

name, conforming to the sane rules as
any exÈernal progrâm nâme or label. This is copied to the
temporary object file (/D5) as a card image, to be processed
eventually by the Linkage Editor. It defines a branch in an

overlay tree.

rovs
*

is a 4 character segment naine, referring to a secondary load
module name. This must not duplicate any other enÈry point'
comrnon block or segnent name.
is a signal to the Linkage Editor to inplicitly narne the
segments in this conpilatlon in ascending orcier, in
accordance with the parameters on the LKE opr-icn commanci.
is an absolute address in hexadecimal and, if presenË, it
forces the loading of the module at Ëhis page boundary

a

address.

nerely copies this conmand into the file defined by filecoae /n5 (i.e.
the object temporary file). It will be processed later by the Standard

The BCP

Processor LKE.
The following

invalid:

error

messages nay be

output by the

BCP

if the NOD command is

BAD ASSIGN
ERRoR. ASSIGN FILE /D0 (ST=...)
PARA}4 MISSING
PÀRAI"I MUST BEGIN I^IITII ALPHA CHAR

9.O.37
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HLP
I
Fornat 2

FORMAT

llelp

conmand

HLP

IILP [CtlND=c] [,FCoD-f c]
IILP [ [c] , [f c]l

is a BCP conrmand name. All keyword parameters for thls conmand are
ouÈput to filecode fe . If omiÈted, the syntax of all BCP coromands is
prinÈed. The keyworE'-paraureters are output ln the order of the
posltional parameter input.
fc is the fllecode where the commands are prinÈed. Defaul-t l-s fLlecode I.

c

Error meaaages:
INVALID COMI"IAND
PRINT FILECODE NOT VALID
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Sklp a nurober of pages

SKP

Format

Fornat

n

2

SKP

SKP IPAGI=n]
SKP [n]

is the number of
defalt is 1 page.

pages

to be skipped on the lineprinter (0-100). The

The SKP command causes the BCp to output a number of skips to Top-of-Form on
filecode 2. A negative number of pages or a number of pages greater than 100
changed into 100.
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1S

BCL DaËacommunication commands

Sone BCL coErrnands exist
r

to assign, scrat,ch and

iare:
DAS assign a linecode
DDC disconnect a linecode
DDL delete a linecode
DHD halt
I
and di-sconnect
DIIL stop an exchange

nanage datacom devices. These

commands

i

(

I

i

Assign a linecode

DAS

Format I
Format 2

DAS

DAS LCOD=I,DVCE=d
DAS 1,d

1
is a linecode from 1 to 255. It remains valid during the Job, just
;.,
I]-KE the ASG command.
d
If a binary is supplied, d is assr:med to be a linecode and 1 is
assigned to Èhat linecodely equivalence. If not a binary nlnber is
supplied, d is assumed to be assumed to be a device-name-address with
evenÈually a linenumber. Its lay-out is then: dn[da[ln] l
dn is a name of a datacom device. See Appendix A
da is its device address. If omitted, the first occurrence of dn is
cnosen.
f- is the linenumber, only for Æ{A8 and LSI'{16. If omitted, zero is

assumed.

d roay be NO, Èo assign the linecode to a

Error
One

dummy

device.

messages

of the following error

messages may be output.

by the

BCL:

DEVICE NAME UNK}TOWN
BAD DEVICE ADDRESS
NO DYNAMIC AREA IN THE MACIIINE
DEVICE UNKNOhIN
SECOND LINECODE NOT ASSIGNEI)

INVALID LINECODE

9
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Other BCL DatacomrunicaÈlon

'1
Fornat7

c lcod=l
c1

Fornat

c
I

conrmands

is a command mnemonlc: DDC, DDL, DIID or
is an assigned linecode.

Depending on

the

, the linecode Ls deleted (DDL) or
halt and disconnect issued on Èhe line

command mnemonic

disconnected (DDC), there Ls a
the exchange is stopped (DHL))

Error

DHL.

(DHD) or

messages

DISCONNECT A LINE ERROR, LC=1, STATUS=abcd
DDC conmand, the disconnect (LKM 8 order

For the

/11) returned a st,atus

/10.

INVALID LINECODE
For the DDL comrand, Èhe specified llnecode was not assigned or is not a value
between 0 and 256.
HALT AND DISCONNECT LINE ERROR LC=l, STATUS=abcd
For the DHD command, one of the issued LKMs-8 returned a st,atus /10.
STOP Æ{ EXCITANGE ERROR LC=l, STATUS=abcd
For the DHL command, one of the issued LKl,ls-8 returned a status /10.

9
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